
 
 
PROGRESS ON YEAR PLAN  
For the last months, First Year Council has been working on the advocacy part of our 
year. We have engaged more students in the transition to university. We worked on 
projects that linked first years with upper years and made every effort to keep the 
information accessible to students.  
 
PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
We did a fishbowl night that consisted of two one-hour sessions of questions and 
answers from first years to upper years. We gathered faculty reps from each faculty and 
had them in a panel, then students submitted their questions online and in a fishbowl, 
and we read them out and answered them. These questions included faculty related 
questions like course information, or more general information about studying tips and 
techniques. We also had a SHEC representative to answer any peer support questions 
that were about mental health, and more.  
 
During December, FYC held an event in collaboration with MSU Campus Events called 
Marauder’s nest. This was an inspiration from “CBC: Dragon’s Den”. The initiative was to 
encourage students’ events ideas to be heard, and the winner would get a pizza party 
for their group. We had a day full of event pitches that included a Green week, Mac Food 
Fest and more. At the end, we got the top events and posted them on Facebook, in 
which students voted for their number one event. Mac Food Fest was the winning event. 
This also provided MSU Campus Events ideas for more events that can happen within 
the next years.  
 
FYC also held a meet-and-greet event during presidential campaigning. We had the 
presidential candidates come to the common rooms of two residences. Students got a 
chance to personally meet the candidates and ask any type of questions that they had 
about their platform in a smaller environment.   
 
On January 25th, FYC also collaborated with SPARK, and we helped with their “Life After 
First Year” initiative. We helped create posters and spread the word through social 
media.  
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UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  
In the next months, we are holding a Mac Olympics that encourages students to get 
competitive and form a group to solve challenges and win the Olympics. The barriers to 
this event would be getting enough promotion to get students to come out during a 
school night. We did not choose to have it on a weekend, because many people go 
home. We also want to be as accessible to all students as possible. Therefore, the 
competition will not require to be fast getting to the rooms, rather it will be about the 
quickness of solving the station. This will be happening in March. We also are planning 
to have a club night for first year students in March as well. This is also in collaboration 
with MSU Campus Events.  
 
CURRENT CHALLENGES  
FYC has continuously faced issues in promotion. Sometimes social media posts get 
buried with everything that is going on. People who are not active on Facebook miss a 
lot of the events and information that is sent out. There should be a database of all 
events that students can attend on a MSU website. Not requiring people to have a social 
media account.  
 
We are also having difficulties finding a way to be accessible to all students as we create 
our event. This can include making an event that reaches SOCS students and keeps in 
mind rooms that are wheelchair accessible and so on. That is the reason why in our Fish 
Bowl night we held a Facebook live. This ensured that even if students couldn’t make it 
to the event, they still had the information available. This is also why our Mac Olympics 
are not timed on getting to a specific location.  
 
SUCCESSES  
Throughout our time as being FYC, we have learned many new strategies on how to 
approach people’s concerns. We have had successes with our events and many people 
are benefiting from our planning. That is our big success, holding events that first years 
want and need to see.  
 
 
 
Best, 
Selene Dominguez Florean  
First Year Council Chair 
McMaster Students Union 
fyc@msu.mcmaster.ca  
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